MR. Chair,

In accordance with the rules of procedure of the Commission as well as the established practice thereof and in exercise of the right of reply, I would like to reiterate the following regarding the baseless statement of the delegation of the Israeli regime:

– The Islamic Republic of Iran unequivocally rejects and condemns the unfounded accusations fabricated by the delegation of the Israeli regime and reminds that this child-killing and terrorist regime which abides by no rule or principle is in no position to accuse other Member States of baseless allegations.

– The Islamic Republic of Iran emphasizes that such self-serving and politically-motivated accusations should in no way distract the Commission and the international community from the very sobering fact that the Israeli regime, as an illegitimate entity and the most heinous terrorist regime, not only sponsors and finances terrorists but also plans, organizes and perpetrates terrorist acts all over the world including in Palestine.

– We consider the very presence of the delegation of the Israeli regime in this session not only a dark irony but also an affront to the purpose and objective of the Commission in supporting efforts in combating all forms of crimes including terrorism, for the heinous Israeli regime that knows no border in committing terrorist acts yet attends such setting so as to disguise its true horrendous face and whitewash its unforgivable crimes against Palestinians.

– The Islamic Republic of Iran, in line with its commitments in combating terrorism in all its forms and manifestations as well as in maintaining the international and regional peace and security, condemns the international terrorism of the Israeli regime and calls upon the international community to prevent and counter terrorist acts of the regime against innocent Palestinians.
In accordance with the practice and rules of procedure of the Commission, My delegation requests this statement to be registered as official documents of the Commission.

I thank you Mr. Chair.